Zepel

Colour  | Aqua  
Status  | Indent  
Brand  | Zepel  
Collection  | Metropolitan  
Country of Origin  | Turkey  
Finishes  | -  
Composition  | 75% PL, 23% PC, 2% VI  
Martindale  | 15,000 Martindale Cycles  
Wyzenbeek  | -  
Colourfastness  | -  
Fire Retardancy  | NFPA 260 - Class 1, MVSS 302, CAL 117  
Environmental  | Oekotex 100  
Width  | 140cm / 55.1"  
Weight  | 674.8g/m / 617g/yd  
Horizontal Repeat  | None / None  
Vertical Repeat  | 2.2cm / 0.9"  
Usage  | Drapery, Upholstery Medium Duty, Accessory  
Attributes  | Multi Directional, Fire Retardant, Eco/Green  
Links is also available in Chartreuse, Graphite, Indigo, Lava, Mist, Mocha, Pearl, Pebble, Surf, Toffee, Twilight.